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Abstract

**Purpose of the paper:** This study analyses the implementation and integration of an accounting instrument for employee health and safety. It discusses whether and how the device and related financial information support employee health and safety decision making.

**Methodology:** The framework focuses on the technical, organisational and cognitive factors that may operate as enabling or hindering factors during the implementation and integration process of an accounting instrument. A multiple case analysis of two medium-sized Italian waste management companies was carried out following an interventionist research approach lasting two years.

**Findings:** The analysis reveals that none of the two companies integrated the instrument despite the positive outputs revealed during the implementation phase. A set of interrelated technical, organisational and cognitive barriers emerged. In particular, the difficulty of generating corporate interest in the instrument prevented its integration. Cognitive factors, such as empathy towards workers and fear of potential new injuries, operated in an unstable way, enabling the implementation but preventing the integration. The device, however, was able to support specific health and safety decisions during the test phase, even though the link between financial information and employee safety was fragile.

**Research limits:** The limitations of the study concern the potential biases of scholars related to the engagement within the organisations.

**Practical implications:** The results may support the development process of accounting instruments dedicated to employee health and safety. The results suggest that the integration of a new accounting instrument requires the simultaneous presence of technical, organisational and cognitive enablers to support the change from the company's routinised ways of acting and thinking.

**Originality of the paper:** The research offers an in-depth analysis of the development process of an accounting instrument. The study presents novel insights into the relationship between employee health and safety and accounting, which represents an unexplored and fertile area of investigation for social accounting studies.
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1. Introduction

Occupational health and safety management aims to ensure adequate conditions for the hygiene, safety and well-being of people in the workplace. It seeks to facilitate the identification and reduction of risks, accidents and work-related diseases. The topic has become increasingly important for companies that have developed policies, programmes and actions to respond to internal and external stakeholders’ pressures and increase performance (Swuste et al., 2016).

Literature has discussed accident cost classification schemes (Brody et al., 1990; Veltri, 1990), developed specific methods of analysis (Aaltonen et al., 1996; Rikhardsson and Impgaard, 2004) and reviewed existing methods (Rikhardsson, 2004; Tappura et al., 2015). At the institutional level, the topic has been promoted in business through a win-win logic, with the argument that preventive approaches to safety can generate a financial pay-off for companies, as well as a health and safety pay-off for employees (EU-OSHA, 2010; ISSA 2013). In contrast, critical studies have underlined that imposing financial reasoning on health and safety does not address the complexity of the topic or the promotion of its ethical value (Caicedo and Mårtensson, 2010; Caicedo et al., 2010; Dillard and Roslander, 2011). O’Neill et al. (2015), for example, criticised the logic of using gravity and frequency indicators, arguing that they are too simplistic and aggregated to guide company decisions or to inform public policy. Cooper et al. (2011) proposed that comprehensive reporting of the employee health and safety investment is needed to enhance the transparency on the topic.

On the other hand, studies on instrument development process have revealed the importance of organisational, technical and cultural factors in driving the dynamics of implementation and integration (Anderson, 1995; Ax and Greve, 2017; Lodhia and Jacobs, 2013; McLaren et al., 2016; Domingues et al., 2017). However, despite the numerous studies that have investigated the topic (Giovannoni and Maraghini, 2013; Modell, 2009; Toutounchain et al., 2018; Wouters and Roijmans, 2011), an understanding of whether and how the implementation of a new device influences organisational actions and decisions is still underinvestigated, especially in the context of health and safety.

Starting by these premises, the study aims to link the analysis of the development process of a new accounting instrument with the analysis of employee health and safety prevention. In particular, the study analyses how enabling and hindering factors influenced the implementation and integration of an accounting instrument for employee health and safety analysis within two organisations. The paper adopts a framework based on technical, organisational and cognitive factors to investigate the topic (Gond et al., 2012). These factors allow for an articulated understanding of the process surrounding the development of the accident cost analysis tool, enabling to discuss whether and how the instrument was able to promote employee health and safety decision making (Passetti et al., 2014).

The device was named in the project the accident cost analysis. It provides financial information concerning accidents in the workplace to support preventive safety actions (Jallon et al., 2011). It was designed by scholars,
in accordance with sample companies, to collect, measure and analyse financial information concerning the absence of safety such as the number, typology and frequency of accidents in the workplace. The device aims to consider financial data as a projection for employee health and safety-related failures, underlying the prevention of accidents as a value activity (Rikhardsson, 2004). The measurement of accidents may be of critical importance because it may facilitate continuous improvement by inducing further accident investigations and appropriate actions (Ibarrondo-Dávila et al., 2015). The idea underlying the tool recognises the importance to assure and enhance safe employee work conditions.

According to Cooper et al. (2011), to promote the right to safety in the workplace, new forms of health and safety accounting that consider both financial and health and safety aspects may be developed. The aim is providing a piece of transparent and complete information on the nature of the health and safety expenditures undertaken by the companies and on the costs for safety improvements. In such context, it is essential to underline that financial information does not undermine the ethical dimension of employee safety, which must be accepted, adopted and propagated in support of safety improvements (Cooper et al., 2011). The analysis carried out in this paper contributes to the above points discussing the potential of an accident cost analysis tool to offer useful financial information intended to promote employee safety. In doing so, it provides an in-depth understanding of the implementation and integration process characteristics of such instrument, enhances, in turn, our understanding of the role that the technical, organisational and cognitive factors play in facilitating or hindering the development process of a new (accounting) instrument.

The empirical analysis refers to an interventionist study (Jönsson and Lukka, 2006) of two Italian waste management companies lasted almost two years, and aimed at experimenting the adoption of a new instrument for accidents costs measurement. The direct engagement with the organisations offered interesting theoretical and practical insights concerning the analysis of how accounting unfolded (Malmi, 2016; Jönsson and Lukka, 2006). The interventionist research approach enables to investigate employee health and safety issues as it encourages the participation of workers who are potentially exposed to the risks and thus can better perceive the lack of safety. The research focuses on waste management companies because employees are subject to several threats in the workplace (Frey et al., 2013; Lopez-Arquillos et al., 2019). The Italian context in particular is relevant because of the increased emphasis on health and safety management given by the waste management sector (Battaglia et al., 2015).

The study adds to the previous literature on the accounting development process that illustrated the critical role of cognitive aspects in the processes of integration of new instruments within businesses (Englund et al., 2013; Hall, 2016). The present analysis highlights the importance of three dimensions (technical, organizational and cognitive ones) in the processes of integration, deepening how their inter-play provides an in-depth understanding of the implementation and integration process dynamics.
In particular, the role of emotions related to the employees’ cognitive health and safety issues was central in (initially) mobilising and (later) stopping the development process of the instrument. The implementation occurred in one of the companies because of the emotions related to the possibility of improving the health and safety analysis, and the employees’ conditions. In contrast, the other company encountered organisational barriers. Cognitive factors played a crucial role in connecting, experimenting and maintaining the relationship between the instrument, financial information and employee health and safety decisions. However, the integration of the device was hindered in both companies by the negative interplay between various factors. In particular, employee health and safety was perceived by the case organisations as meta-value (Bouten and Hoozée, 2016), while the instrument and the related financial information, even if able to inform decision making and some preventive actions, were considered of minor importance (Smallman and John, 2001; Miller and Haslam, 2009).

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section two explains the theoretical framework and part three the research method. Section four presents the findings which are discussed with conclusions and future research directions in section five.

2. The analytical framework

According to Englund and Gerdin (2008; 2015), further studies concerning the accounting development process are needed to understand how internal process dynamics occur, which dimensions and factors influence them and how they are intertwined. The development process of an instrument is articulated in the main phases of initiation, implementation and integration (Al-Sayed and Dugdale, 2016; Damanpour, 2014). The initiation phase begins when internal and external pressures to change emerge, and the internal constituents of an organisation become aware of their needs, starting with the investigation of and search for possible innovative solutions.

The implementation phase represents the transition period during which an organisation becomes skillful, consistent and committed to the adoption of the innovative instrument (Klein and Sorra, 1996). In the implementation phase, the scope, objectives, data collection and possible changes in the adopted technique and the organisational structure are discussed. The trial adoption and the initial acceptance of the innovative instrument take place during this phase. Implementation, therefore, is the gateway between the decision to adopt the innovation and its routinised adoption, which is typical of the integration phase.

In the integration phase, there is a gradual acceptance of and search for multiple applications of the instrument. Accordingly, a common understanding of the device may emerge in the organisation, and the innovation loses its novelty. Full integration is achieved when the tool becomes entrenched and embedded, and its information is used regularly. In such a case, the instrument shows its potential - thereby improving work effectiveness.
Multiple dimensions and factors may influence the implementation and integration phases (Anderson, 1995; Ax and Greve, 2017; Busco et al., 2015). Gond et al. (2012) identify technical, organisational and cognitive factors as the most important. The three dimensions are linked and may interact. They can foster the development process operating through enabling factors (Gond et al., 2012). On the other hand, they may trigger the implementation and integration phases due to the presence of hindering factors (Barki and Pinsonneault, 2005; Battaglia et al., 2016).

The **technical dimension** (Anderson, 1995) considers the availability of information and whether and how it is diffused within the organisation. In the health and safety context, technical aspects refer to tracing and observing injury cost data and information, and also to the implementation and integration of the new instrument into the pre-existing health and safety management procedures and health and safety performance reports (Ibarrondo-Davila et al., 2015). The technical dimension allows for the acquisition and sharing of information, supporting the internal legitimacy of the instrument. On the contrary, when data is scarce, the decision-makers may become risk-adverse, and consequently, the implementation and integration of the device become more complex (Ansari et al., 2010). For example, Gosselin's (2006) review of activity based on costing adoption and implementation illustrated that the technical complexity of the instrument led to its abandonment.

The second dimension is the **organisational dimension**, which refers to how structures, processes and actors are organised around a particular topic (Hoque and Halam, 1999). Organisational mechanisms can be specific tasks and activities or cross-unit teams that combine different perspectives, knowledge and experiences and thus permit a fruitful internal debate. Liu and Pan's (2007) activity-based costing implementation review identified the training of employees as a critical organisational enabler, while Contrafatto (2014) indicated the constituency of an internal unit specifically dedicated to social and environmental issues as an essential organisational factor. For what concerns health and safety, Battaglia et al. (2014) revealed that developing a collective meaning between the different corporate actors increases the importance of costs accidents measurement. The organisational dimension may increase or decrease the visibility and influence of a specific instrument (Ansari et al., 2010), and also reduce technical and cognitive barriers (Gond et al., 2012).

The **cognitive dimension** analyses the cognitive factors (Hall, 2016), i.e., the ‘mental template that individuals impose on an information environment to give it form and meaning’ (Walsh, 1995, p. 281). Cognitive factors include the knowledge that is assimilated by individuals, and that becomes part of their competencies. Cognitive frames serve to reduce the complexity of the internal and external environment and drive individual and collective decisions and actions (Englund et al., 2013). Cognitive factors influence how employees decide to adopt a new instrument, how they perceive the expectations and give support to a specific device and how it will foster (or inhibit) the fulfilment of their values (Major and Hooper, 2005; Klein and Sorra, 1996).
If a financial perspective is taken to measure employee health and safety issues, cognitive barriers may arise, inhibiting the implementation and integration of the instrument due to the unusual way to assess health and safety. Despite that, accounting may support preventive analysis, providing additional information on the financial impact of the accident occurred, promoting knowledge and decision making (Testa et al., 2018; Kamar et al., 2019; Meikandaan and Hemapriya, 2018).

3. Research method and data collection

The main characteristics of the interventionist research method

The present study implements multiple case analyses (Yin, 2003) following the logic of interventionist research. Jönsson and Lukka (2006, p. 374) define it as ‘a kind of field experimentation where the researcher […] seeks to determine the experimental situation through observation, acts on that situation in concert with the host organisation, observes process and outcome, and analyses findings in view of the relevant literature’. The interventionist approach is considered particularly interesting for extending both scientific and managerial debate. The interventionist study should offer practical (i.e., techne), theoretical (i.e., episteme) and societal (i.e., phronesis) knowledge to be valid (Lukka and Soumala, 2014).

Interventionist research also involves the analysis of two linked perspectives. The emic aspect reflects the active role of the researcher during the research phase. The researcher becomes a ‘member’ of the host organisation, observing and participating directly. It allows the researcher to acquire an insider’s view of what is going on in the case-organisation, with the potential to obtain critical information and deep insights that would otherwise be unavailable. The etic perspective refers to studying the case-organisation from the outside, allowing the empirical findings to be linked to a theoretical framework and relevant literature to make a theoretical contribution (Lukka and Soumala, 2014; Suomala et al., 2014). Both perspectives are essential and need to be balanced to justify the interventionist research (Jönsson and Lukka, 2006).

The type of interventionist research differs according to the degree of intervention, i.e. modest or substantial. The latter is when ‘the researcher -jointly with members of the target organisation- develops a new construction, tests its usability and draws theoretical conclusions based on this process’ (Jönsson and Lukka, 2006, p. 377). The aim is to change the work processes or instruments, or influence the decision making of the host organisation through the design or redesign of specific aspects.

In the current research, a substantial approach was largely followed. The research team developed the instrument in collaboration with the host companies, then supported the companies during the implementation phase to foster the changes in the work processes and decision making. Finally, through a step-back process of analysis, the theoretical aspects of the research project are explored in this paper. The construction of a ‘close contact zone’ (Ahrens and Champan, 2006) and cooperation between the researchers and the two companies served two purposes. For the
companies, it helped to develop a practical application for their internal health and safety analysis. For the research team, the project provided an opportunity to test the scientific literature, discuss topics concerning employee health and safety analysis and exploiting research skills on the ground to gather in-depth materials and information for academic purposes. The project was also endorsed and sponsored by the Fondazione Rubes Triva (hereafter, the Foundation) which is the official Italian entity devoted to the promotion of a safety culture within the waste management sector.

The data collection process

The interventionist research was developed within two medium-sized public waste management companies operating in Italy, here referred to as Marche and Latium (Table 1). The study began in September 2014 and finished on in November 2016, with the aim to develop an instrument for measuring the costs of the accidents. The companies had not yet analysed such issue. The monitoring and measurement technology designed for this study was the accident cost analysis tool, given the noteworthy interest that accident cost analysis has attracted in the specialised health and safety literature (Jallon et al., 2011). The device was designed to provide financial information concerning the activities related to the management of accidents occurring in the workplace, to support both ex-ante and ex-post-accident analyses and decisions.

Tab. 1: Main characteristics of the case organisations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Latium</th>
<th>Marche</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Municipalities served</td>
<td>29 municipalities and 138,000 citizens</td>
<td>Five municipalities and 170,000 citizens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste management activities characteristics</td>
<td>Urban waste collection by a mix of mechanised and door-to-door collections; landfill and incineration plant management</td>
<td>Urban waste collection by a mix of mechanised and door-to-door collections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of employees (2014)</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of accidents (2014)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety indexes (2014)</td>
<td>Frequency Index: 54.97 Gravity Index: 1.28</td>
<td>Frequency Index: 120.15 Gravity Index: 2.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: internal companies’ data

Site visits, internal workshops and interviews mobilised the etic perspective, permitting the research team to observe and collect a considerable amount of data and information. The timeline of the project is shown in Figure 1. In most cases, to create an open and participative research environment, the meetings were not recorded, allowing for greater confidentiality and fluency between the researchers and the staff. During the meetings and interviews, extensive notes were taken and reviewed immediately after. The companies provided internal documents, which facilitated interactions that were perpetuated through e-mail and phone calls. The materials provided described the health and safety management and prevention activities of the companies. It was the case
of internal reports about accidents, planned meetings amongst employees and managers, reports of employees training initiatives, safety managerial reviews, communications to Authorities on occurred accidents, as well as documents from internal accounting divisions aimed at supporting the process of quantification of costs. The material collected was organised into a table listing the interactions with the companies and used to support the analysis. The following data were usually recorded: date of the meeting, participants, topics discussed, critical aspects, time length and link to the meeting notes.

**Fig. 1: The timeline of the research project**

- **September 2014**
  Workshop for the kick-off of the project aimed at developing an accident cost analysis tool.

- **October 2014 - December 2016**
  Three general meetings aimed at discussing the characteristics of the accident cost analysis tool. Beginning of data collection process.

- **February 2015**
  Internal workshop to assess the initial application of the tool and assess the state of data collection.

- **November 2016**
  Ex-post individual meetings to discuss tool implementation and integration into the two organisations.

- **March 2015 - July 2015**
  Two individual meetings to analyse data collection and discuss the results.

Source: own elaboration

One of the main risks of the interventionist research is the possibility that the researchers, through their involvement with the organisation, lose their independence and autonomy concerning the evaluation of results (Arnaboldi, 2013). In this regard, the role of the research team evolved and changed during the project. Initially, the group operated as a technical translator (Arnaboldi, 2013) to offer the necessary knowledge to the participants and to favour the implementation process. This phase involved the design of the instrument, testing of its applicability and discussion of the potential usefulness of the information for decision making. Then, during the pivotal implementation phase, the research team became a sidelined mediator (Arnaboldi, 2013), operating to guarantee convergence of interests between the researchers and the companies. As indicated by Arnaboldi (2013), if the convergence of interests fails, the value of the project may decrease. In particular, the research team produced two interim reports on the technical aspects and delivered two formal presentations on the academic literature between September 2014 and February 2015. Such analysis laid the foundations for both the theoretical analysis and the practical implications. From July 2015 to November 2016, the role of the research team changed again to one of an assembling explorer (Arnaboldi, 2013). In this phase, the findings were openly and extensively discussed with the companies and compared with
the initial aims of the project. This dialogue with the companies helped to create a balance between the *emic* and the *etic* perspectives (Soumala *et al.*, 2014), to refine the initial ideas and concepts and to produce the second intermediate step related to the theoretical analysis. A book was written and presented at a public conference as one of the outputs of the project (Frey *et al.*, 2013). The book discussed the importance of managing and measuring employee health and safety performance, the tools available in the literature for measuring accidents and the social impacts of injuries in the workplace. It also presented the financial data concerning the accidents collected and analysed during the project.

Once the project was completed in November 2016, the research team concentrated its efforts on developing the theoretical analysis through an ex-post reverse analysis (Eisenhardt, 1989; Jönsson and Lukka, 2006). In this phase, the materials and experiences collected during the project were triangulated, interpreted and analysed through extensive reading of the accounting development process and the occupational health and safety literature. An in-depth analysis of the notes, materials and experiences was also developed around eight key themes: health and safety performance measurement, accident analysis, health and safety reporting, technical factors, organisational factors, cognitive factors, interaction mechanisms and decision making. The research team discussed the different elements, attitudes, motivations and meanings underpinning the observed actions and behaviour. Discussions were held on whether and how the dimensions and factors were bundled together, how they influenced the development process and the link between financial information and employee safety issues. As there was an interactive movement between the two perspectives throughout the entire project, the ex-post reverse analysis of reflection and interpretation allowed for the analytical unbundling of the *emic* and the *etic* views (Soumala *et al.*, 2014).

The final phase of the research coincided with the writing of the present academic output and was also characterised by a knowledge exchange and transfer activities (Parker and Northcott, 2016). The complex narrative of this paper evidences that the process of qualitative data positioning accurately corroborated the authenticity, plausibility and critical aspects of the two cases (Golden-Biddle and Locke, 1993). The narration of both the strength and weakness aspects of the research project avoided a second potential drawback of interventionist research, i.e. the biased representation of a successful story. The latter occurs when the researchers unduly guide the empirical research process toward the expected positive findings (in the case of this research, the full integration of the instrument within the two organisations), and selectively look for empirical evidence to confirm a positive story (Rautiainen *et al.*, 2016).

4. Comparative analysis

This section details the analysis of each company’s data, starting with a discussion of the initial situation, followed by the implementation and integration phases.
4.1 Initial situation

Marche

Marche began to focus on employee health and safety management during the first decade of the new century with the creation of a small internal unit dedicated to health and safety. The OHSAS 18001 was officially acquired in 2011 and was considered an important instrument to communicate, both internally and externally, the increased importance of health and safety management. Investments in technical and training aspects were made to improve employee safety at an operational level. The general director, however, was not completely satisfied with the way health and safety performance was measured. He did not consider the indicators (gravity, frequency, near misses, etc.) sufficient to explain how the organisation was managing the issue adequately. For example, the company still did not know the exact expenditure on health and safety management over the years. Also, the analysis of health and safety performance was too localised within the health and safety unit and not fully shared within the organisation.

Latium

Latium first began to invest significantly in a more proactive management of health and safety issues in 2007, as a consequence of a large number of accidents that had occurred in the previous years. In 2008, an internal unit for the management of health and safety issues was created. It promoted a series of new health and safety-related initiatives over the years: new training courses for employees, replacement of old waste collection vehicles with more technologically advanced ones and the creation of a health and safety management system (without certification). The implementation of the health and safety management system allowed regular measurement of the frequency and gravity indicators and near accidents. In 2010, the number of accidents was reduced by a half, and in 2014 by a two-thirds based on 2008 data.

4.2 Preliminary acts

Marche and Latium

In April 2014, the Foundation promoted a public conference dedicated to the promotion of a safety culture within the waste management sector. Several themes were discussed, including the importance of developing health and safety management systems amongst environmental hygiene companies, the role of training at the operational level and the importance of measuring and analysing accidents in the workplace with new instruments. The Foundation’s director considered the measurement and analysis of work accidents a pivotal topic for improving a preventive health and safety management approach.

Accordingly, a project articulated in two phases was launched during the conference. The first phase consisted of a desk study about the level of diffusion of health and safety management systems in the sector, and the level of diffusion of sustainability amongst companies belonging to the
waste management industry. The second phase aimed to develop a project for the design of a new instrument dedicated to the analysis of the costs of the accidents. Such proposal captured the initial interest of four companies, and in particular of Marche and Latium.

After a series of preliminary contacts to validate the initial interest in the project, in September 2014 an initial meeting was held between the Foundation, the research team and the two companies, represented by the general director of Marche, the human resources manager of Latium and their health and safety managers. The meeting defined the main aim of the project and its timeline. The research team explained that in medium-sized enterprises with a relatively low number of accidents per year, the absence of a measurement process and the lack of dedicated instruments might lead to a misperception of the accident risk and of the costs associated with it.

4.3 Implementation phase

Marche and Latium - The initial implementation phase

The design of the instrument was discussed during three meetings held between October and December 2014. In the case of Marche, two employees of the health and safety management unit and the accounting manager participated. Two Latium employees of the health and safety unit, and the operational services middle-manager were present. In the first meeting, both companies presented their profiles, explaining their functional characteristics and how they managed employee health and safety, as well as how they measured accidents. The research team presented the potential costs associated with accidents, including the cost of replacing an injured worker, the cost of the staff-employee involved in the accident, the cost of investigations, the cost of sanctions against the company, insurance costs, the costs associated with the plant shutdown, the cost of training new employees and so on. The differences in costs between severe and non-severe accidents were discussed. The first meeting helped the companies to familiarize with the project’s aims. It also revealed the health and safety units’ high commitment to enhancing the work safety of employees in everyday life.

During the second and third meetings, three methods for measuring the costs of accidents were discussed: insurance-based, activity-based and labour capacity-based methods (Battaglia et al., 2014). The strengths, weaknesses and potentials for the implementation and integration within the two organisations were discussed. The health and safety units were particularly interested in the activity-based method due to the possibility of mapping all activities associated with an injury. An activity-based method documents all the activities (consequences) generated by an accident and evaluate the costs of it (Battaglia et al., 2014). The accounting manager of Marche also sponsored this method, indicating that an exact identification of the activities would facilitate data acquisition and representation. Accordingly, the research team and the companies’ representatives decided to focus on this method.
Three specific instruments were discussed to identify the most suitable. The first was the accident consequence tree method (Aaltonen et al., 1996). The second was the systematic accident costs analysis (Rikhardsson and Impgaard, 2004). Finally, the accident cost calculator developed by the Workplace Safety and Health Council of Singapore was analysed. The three instruments showed very similar characteristics. However, none of them completely satisfied the requirements of the research project for a flexible and comprehensive device. Individually, the accident consequence tree was considered to be too complex with too many categories and items, also considering the time needed to collect data and information. The systematic accident costs analysis lacked some details concerning the consequences of accidents, and thus it was deemed to be unsuitable. The meanings of some of the things in the accident cost calculator were unclear, and some information was considered difficult to find. An internal report was produced by the research team highlighting the pros and cons of each of the approaches.

Given the limitations of the available methods, the participants decided to develop an ad-hoc instrument based mainly on the existing ones, but without their disadvantages. The new device was named the accident cost analysis tool. It was composed of thirty-one specific items related to the management of an accident, grouped into five main categories of potential costs. Category A focused on those activities associated with the initial consequences of the accident, category B on the administrative results, category C on the possible effects on the equipment, category D on the costs of resuming business activities and category E on compensation and penalties. The table 2 shows the tool developed.

During the meetings, the company’s representatives presented two main types of observation. Technical observations concerned the possibility of obtaining specific data and information that were not usually traced. It was also underlined a lack of knowledge and experience in applying the instrument and in discussing the related information. In this regard, to facilitate the data collection process and analysis, a set of ‘rules of thumb’ were collectively defined as follows. First, not all the items had to be analysed for each accident because their applicability depended on the gravity of the accident, i.e. the higher the gravity level, the higher the number of items to be included. Second, the value of each item had to be calculated as a total amount or as a unit amount of time depending on the nature of the item. Third, the owner of the data collection process should have been the health and safety unit, due to its knowledge of practices and procedures related to accidents. Fourth, the companies would have conducted the experiment in a flexible way according to the time they could dedicate to data collection and analysis. The discussion also underlined that the data acquisition did not strictly depend on the accounting information system because some information had to be collected specifically.

---

1 The Accident Cost Calculator (ICC) is an interactive electronic tool. Please see the official website of the Workplace Safety and Health Council of Singapore (https://www.wshc.sg/) for further details.
Tab. 2: The structure of the accident cost analysis tool

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A - Cost of the accident management</th>
<th>B - Cost of the accident root cause analysis</th>
<th>C - Cost of damages caused to and replacement of equipment</th>
<th>D - Cost for resuming business</th>
<th>E - Compensation and penalties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First aid of the injured worker by colleagues</td>
<td>Accident's cause analysis using field investigations</td>
<td>Evaluation of damages to equipment</td>
<td>The reorganisation of production post accident</td>
<td>Compensation for damages caused (increased insurance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of materials/equipment used to manage the accident</td>
<td>Completion of accident reports for accident management</td>
<td>Cost of damaged structure (impairment)</td>
<td>Overtime to recover production losses</td>
<td>Contractual penalties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport of the injured person to the healthcare structures</td>
<td>Completion of the documentation needed for A) accident management (e.g. report model by the Prevention and Protection Service Manager); B) completion of documentation for public authorities (INAIL report models); C) other types of documentation</td>
<td>Cost for repairs/replacement/hire of means/equipment/plants</td>
<td>Training of internal staff replacing injured persons to perform new duties</td>
<td>Orders cancelled or lost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period of absence by the injured worker on the day of the accident</td>
<td>Interruption of activities by other company workers due to the accident (e.g. production downtime)</td>
<td>Meetings with public authorities to analyse the events (specifying whether or not the sessions involve the Supervisory Body)</td>
<td>Time for selecting new staff</td>
<td>Fines/administrative sanctions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interruption of activities by other company workers due to the accident (e.g. production downtime)</td>
<td>Making the area of the accident safe</td>
<td>Time dedicated by the team involved for internal meetings related to the analysis of the cause of the accident</td>
<td>Cost of staff hired for the period in which the injured person is absent from work</td>
<td>Increased social security insurance premiums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social security fees: first three days of absence</td>
<td>Other (specify)</td>
<td>Cost of any external consulting for analysing the accident</td>
<td>Other (specify)</td>
<td>Cost of any external consulting for analysing the accident</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social security fees: first three days of absence</td>
<td>- between 20 and 90 days of absence</td>
<td>- beyond 90 days of absence</td>
<td>Cost of medical treatment (e.g. therapy, rehabilitation)</td>
<td>Cost of medical treatment (e.g. therapy, rehabilitation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of productivity due to internal strikes</td>
<td>Total A</td>
<td>Total B</td>
<td>Total C</td>
<td>Total D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own elaboration

The map of activities was considered necessary for discussing the complexity of accidents, especially the most severe ones. It was used as a checklist that could help to coordinate the different organisational areas involved in the management of an accident. The participation of the accounting manager of Marche helped to clarify how to measure the various activities related to an accident. The operational services middle management of Latium underlined some potential difficulties with the day to day activities because he considered the adoption of the instrument a significant change to the employees' routines. A discussion of data availability was followed by a plan for setting up the data collection process. In this regard, it was decided that each company would operate separately.

Marche - The specific implementation phase

For Marche, the data collection process was divided into a pilot phase and the primary phase. The pilot phase focused on the analysis of four accidents with the aim to clarify the items that composed the tool, the time required to acquire the data and to increase the health and safety
unit's confidence in the data collection process. Despite some difficulties related to data acquisition, the general director of Marche decided to extend the analysis to a broader set of 20 accidents which included almost half of all accidents that occurred from mid-2014 to mid-2015. The main phase included a selection of different accidents to ensure a complete representation of all of the accidents which were divided into 'not severe', 'severe' and 'acute', depending on the number of days lost.

The main phase, however, was more demanding than expected, as clarified in the subsequent meetings that occurred between February and July 2015. An employee had to manually collect almost all the information on each of the 20 accidents. As expected, neither the accounting information system nor the specific health and safety instruments already in force, such as the OHSAS 18001 and the accident report analysis, contained enough information to complete most of the items in the tool. For half of the accidents, the costs were calculated following ex-post logic (i.e. after the accident occurred), while for the other half the costs were calculated concurrently with the accident. In this second case, the data collection process was more fluid and manageable compared to the ex-post reconstruction because the data were collected in real-time. The research team and the internal health unit screened all 20 of the tables that were compiled to check the data validity and reliability. Technically, for each accident, an average of 10 out of the 31 available items was collected, most of which was in categories A and B, with acute accidents being particularly relevant from a financial point of view.

From an organisational perspective, the data collection process was characterised by the partial participation of the human resources office and the technical service (i.e. the area that directly manages the waste collection activities). The human resources office supplied some information concerning the items in categories B and C. However, the need for a series of reminders from the health and safety unit highlighted the difficulty of modifying the accounting information system to collect the information automatically. The technical service had a minor role in the data collection for category A, increasing the difficulty of collecting complete information. The technical service units normally compiled a short accident report for the health and safety unit containing necessary information on the accident. Instead, the tool required a more active approach by the technical service towards the health and safety unit, requesting a higher level of cooperation concerning the ex-post activities related to the accident. The technical service contested the trade-off between managing the accident and the completion of the shift, and the difficulty of supplying the information requested.

The technical service manager explained that in the case of a minor and non-severe accident, the work-shift team was oriented to finish the shift anyway as the accident would not generate physical consequences on the employees. Conversely, in the case of a severe accident, attention was directed towards the injured person with no time to collect and analyse the different activities listed in the tool. Further, the request to participate in data collection was perceived as ‘politically’ driven, as a way to further control employees’ behaviour rather than to increase the accountability.
process. The technical service did not understand the purpose of collecting information concerning the activities in category A (i.e. the cost of the accident management) of the instrument. The new analysis was perceived to be in contrast to the traditional organisational routines concerning the supervision of an accident because the aim of the analysis was not properly communicated. The health and safety unit reported these two criticisms during the March meeting. In the meeting, Marche's representatives underlined the difficulty of engaging the technical service in a more in-depth discussion about the implementation of the instrument because it was considered an inappropriate tool for managing accidents.

As a consequence, the development of the instrument was in grave danger of being stopped due to the joint effects of a lack of time, organisational obstacles and a lack of clarity on data use. Managing this latter cognitive aspect was critical during the implementation phase. The research team noted that the health and safety manager had some difficulties concerning how to exploit the data collected for decision making. The manager wanted to avoid wasting time in a pure data collection exercise but instead wanted to use the information collected. The research team explained that merely visualising the costs of accidents could be considered a positive effort because it would have permitted a deeper analysis of employee health and safety performance. The results were subsequently presented to the general director in an official meeting during which the new information was widely discussed.

The analysis of the accidents showed which types were more costly. For example, the information on the door to door waste collection accidents indicated that these types of injuries were the most expensive and consequently needed specific interventions, such as a more accurate training. From an organisational perspective, the information enabled the identification of some micro-organisational efforts that the health and safety unit had not previously been fully aware of. An example was the time taken by staff for managing administrative duties and the time to carry out extra activities to comply with ad hoc external audits by public authorities. All this information were hidden before the application of the instrument. The cost information on the injuries occurred in climbing and descending the lorries highlighted the possibility for a comparison between new preventive investments in employee health and safety and the potential incoming costs of the accidents associated with the status quo. A financial simulation was also performed on the data, to calculate the total costs of accidents in 2012. The analysis showed a total cost of just over €55,000 for the sample of accidents analysed (with a unit cost for injuries slightly lower than €2,000 for an accident of medium gravity), corresponding to an estimated annual value of about €120,000 for all of the accidents.

The general director expressed the desire to integrate the tool to support planning and control activities related to employee health and safety. His endorsement was essential to support the health and safety unit employees' efforts due to the significant commitment that they made to collect the data. Accordingly, despite the presence of technical and organisational barriers, the assessment of the implementation phase was considered
prospective. Progressively, the internal unit appeared to be much more cognitively confident about how and when to use the instrument. The role of the device in supporting operational and performance analysis and decisions on investments was thus relevant. The experimental use of the tool clarified when and how to use it during decision making, escaping from the potential trap of considering the financial information as the leading information. To integrate the instrument, Marche decided to follow an incremental implementation path. It meant that a series of small initiatives needed to be taken. It was also established that the integration phase should be conducted autonomously by the company with the research team as ‘external observers’.

**Latium - The specific implementation phase**

After the design of the tool, in February 2015 Latium decided to collect information on all the 28 accidents occurred in 2014. The data collection process was similar to the one of Marche. The cost of accidents was manually calculated because a large portion of the data and information was not available. The health and safety unit made a painstaking analysis of the internal documents with the aim of obtaining as much information as possible. The other information was collected in collaboration with the human resources office, while the operational unit was not involved. According to the health and safety unit, the operational unit required specific training concerning the aim and purpose of the tool. Otherwise, the analysis could be interpreted as an attempt to diminish, rather than to increase, safety management.

The research team actively supported the internal staff during data collection, progressively checking each accident report produced and helping it to clarify the meaning of some items. The health and safety unit highlighted that despite an initial problem with the data collection, and especially the information related to the time the operational unit dedicated to the management of the accident, the analysis of the accidents gradually became more standardised and reproducible. The health and safety unit noted that similar accidents required similar management time. The same observation was made by the human resources office, which pointed out that the administrative time dedicated to the management of the activities listed in the tool was very similar among the various accidents. Both offices thus gave a positive evaluation of the data collection process. They underlined that with some tweaks in the accident report -usually compiled by operational units-, the cost analysis process could become faster. The health and safety manager was also confident that the upcoming OHSAS 18001 certification would favour a more organic collection of health and safety information.

From a financial point of view, the calculation showed a total cost of approximately €50,000 and an average cost per medium-gravity accident of €1,900 (very similar to Marche). As noted during a meeting in April 2015, the vast majority of the costs (more than 90%) were related to category A, then to category B, and, in the case of severe accidents (lasting more than 35 days), to category C of the tool. When compared with previous studies, the average cost of a common accident was minor. The benOSH
research (European Commission, 2011) reported a value of €1,651 for a low severity accident, of €4,985 for a medium severity and €11,760 for cases with high seriousness. The results of the benOSH study indicated that the most critical consequences of accidents were linked to the human-related aspects, which accounted for 80% of the total cost.

The reaction to the new information was different from that in Marche. Whereas in Marche the health and safety office was initially more interested in the quantitative value, in Latium the attention progressively moved to the analysis of the organisational aspects. The two Latium offices recognised the value related to the financial information. Still, they underlined that the majority of the cost was caused by the employees’ absence from work after the accidents. They highlighted that most of the expenses in category B were related to the administrative time that could also be considered too much time. In their view, the new information was interesting not only because it explained the financial value of an accident, but also because it indicated the riskier and operational activities. The analysis of the accident cost reports revealed the importance of focusing on equipment, procedures and machines as the core aspects for improving employee health and safety. The analysis, therefore, indicated the importance of enhancing organisational processes and the relevance of continuing to invest in equipment and machines to reduce the number of accidents. In sum, the experimental adoption of the accident cost analysis tool was regarded as satisfactory because it showed an alternative and complementary view of health and safety performance and related managerial aspects. Latium, however, also questioned whether the financial measurement of accidents might be conceptually too risky because its aim could easily be misinterpreted as a way to reduce, rather than to improve, safety aspects.

The data were then presented to the head of the operational unit in a meeting in July 2015. The discussion that took place concerned the possibility of showing the organisational complexity of an accident and the cost of accidents during the training course for the operational staff. The head of the operational unit agreed on the added value of the information, thanks to the possibility to increase safety awareness. However, the proposal was only partially implemented because the health and safety unit, in conjunction with the operational unit manager, subsequently decided to show only the list of activities related to the accident, without any reference to the financial information. This precautionary approach was taken because the operational units were not confident enough on the usefulness of financial information when referring to safety aspects. In Latium, the implementation was regarded as satisfactory by the human resources manager, although the project was not openly endorsed by the head of the company. The idea of integrating the instrument was therefore considered, as discussed in the following section.

4.4 Integration phase

Marche - The (non)-integration phase

In 2015, more than a year after the end of the implementation phase, a one-day meeting was organised to understand whether and how the
The meeting revealed that the health and safety unit operated to promote organisational integration at the operational level. The activities' map was used during the workforce training to inform all employees on the organisational consequences associated with accidents, underlining the added value of an active collaboration in the ex-post analysis of the accident. As reported by the safety manager, the operational workers were astonished by the organisational consequences related to an accident. The financial information was also presented to promote a more rigorous conduct among the employees. It was stressed that such information could be considered as a waste of company resources that could otherwise be used for preventive interventions and actions. According to the health and safety unit, the visualisation of financial information could encourage the operational staff to pay greater attention to certain safety procedures. The internal union representatives also appreciated the ability of the activities' map to raise awareness on accident-related effects.

In terms of decision making, the health and safety unit adopted the accident cost information to forecast the potential costs of accidents for 2015. The determination and visualisation of the incoming costs underlined the importance of searching for new and effective safety operative solutions. The health and safety unit also adopted the information to support small investment decisions. It compared the data on manual handling of loads and door-to-door waste collection accidents with the potential benefits (measured in terms of cost reductions as a consequence of fewer accidents) derived from increasing the level of safety and technology of the employees' equipment. The data were analysed following a cost-benefit logic, in which the measurement of benefits also took into consideration the financial advantage related to the reduction of accidents. Nevertheless, the health and safety manager reiterated that the financial information was complementary, and not the main criterion on which to make decisions. This point resonates with Hall's (2010) view that accounting information can be used not only in terms of well-defined decision scenarios but also for improving knowledge regarding work environments.

However, the initial positive reception of the instrument and its use were not sufficient conditions to eventually integrate the tool. The health and safety unit recognised the difficulty in regularly updating the instrument when an accident occurred. They revealed that an official attempt aimed at sharing some aspects of the data collection process was made in collaboration with the accounting unit. Still, neither the technical unit nor the human resources office reacted positively. The technical unit indicated that the tool was not entirely appropriate for analysing safety aspects, while the human resources office was only willing to act in a supportive role because they did not want to take any direct responsibility.

A further barrier to the integration was the change of the general director, which occurred twice in a year, creating a sense of uncertainty in the company. As underlined by the internal unit: 'the absence of the past general director was detrimental to positively conclude the final development phase of the instrument'. The former director had known and sponsored the entire process. It was clear that the health and safety
unit was somewhat isolated in pushing for the integration of the tool due to a lack of support and endorsement within the organisation. A sense of demotivation was evident during the meeting, as expressed by the health and safety manager. The research team made some attempts to re-open the discussion, stressing how dropping the use of the tool in its final stage could have been counterproductive. Nonetheless, the health and safety unit did not change its decision to stop the integration process.

The presence of intertwined technical and organisational barriers prevented the integration of the instrument. On the one hand, the financial information was not powerful enough to improve organisational interaction and discussions concerning employee safety improvement. On the other hand, the interactions between technical and organisational barriers hindered the integration. The technical factors (e.g., the availability of health and safety information within information systems, and the possibility of collecting accident information from established company reports) contributed less than the organisational barriers. The cognitive barriers were very important in opening the discussion concerning the potential improvement of employee health and safety, and to ensure that financial information did not prevail on the ethical aspects related to employees. The empathy towards workers and the fear of potential new injuries expressed by the health and safety unit staff enabled the implementation but not the integration. The same attitude towards the promotion of employee safety through a new instrument was not diffused within the organisation, representing a significant challenge. The health and safety unit appeared fragile and, due to a lack of organisational charisma and power, unable to design and promote the definitive steps necessary for integration (see also Hasle and Jensen, 2006).

**Latium - The (non)-integration phase**

A one-day meeting was organised at Latium more than a year after the end of the implementation phase to understand whether and how the integration had occurred. The company took some steps to share the instrument at an organisational level. The activities’ map related to the accidents was the object of specific training initiatives for the operational level employees, with the aim of illustrating the organisational effects of an accident. Although the financial information was not presented, the map was considered an improvement in the process of measuring health and safety performance. During the year, a cost centre was also created within the accounting information system to collect financial information related to health and safety aspects. However, the health and safety unit at Latium made fewer efforts to adopt and integrate the instrument than the unit at Marche. The first organisational barrier that emerged was the non-prioritisation of the project despite the positive results achieved during the implementation phase. In the last year, the health and safety office concentrated its analysis on waste management services, which changed progressively from a mixed system of collection (automatic and door to door collection) to a complete door to door collection system. This change implied a re-organisation of employees’ jobs and an analysis of related implications on employees’ safety due to the advanced average
age of the workforce. The buyer process concerning safety equipment was also changed to reduce the costs of equipment and to improve the delivery aspects. These additional activities hinder the implementation phase and the promotion of the integration phase. Also, it underlined the difficulty of maintaining the focus on the new instrument within the company.

Other obstacles were also present. The general director did not consider the idea of promoting financial literacy on employee safety to be relevant. The experimentation and results of the project were presented to the general director in a closed meeting run by the health and safety manager with the presence of the health and safety unit. Despite recognizing the usefulness of the tool, the general director considered not appropriate to promote its diffusion. He considered the low number of accidents reported over the years to be a proxy of the good health and safety performance, and a confirmation of the effectiveness of the existing activities, without the need to commit further resources to develop additional tools. On safety, Latium performed indeed better than the national average.

As a consequence, the health and safety unit reported that the human resources manager stopped the full implementation of the tool. A further obstacle was the company’s general approach to health and a safety issue, which was normatively oriented despite the incoming OHSAS 18001. The instruments adopted over time to manage and measure good health and safety performance were coherent with the legal requirements, with a low predisposition towards the adoption and integration of new and voluntary tools, despite their proven effectiveness. The organizational unit was not open to the adoption of a new device, hindering the beneficial value of the instrument. The health and safety office also missed the opportunity to collect financial information on accidents usable within the on-going OHSAS 18001 system. The OHSAS 18001 implementation might have represented a trigger for changing procedures, involving different units in the data collection process. However, the health and safety unit did not consider this as a possibility, despite having discussed it in previous meeting. The unit missed the opportunity to reduce the technical difficulties concerning data collection with the operational and human resources units. At an organisational level, the administrative unit responsible for book keeping and financial accounting analysis did not give any attention to safety aspects. The absence of an organisational awareness-raising process was also detrimental. The project was officially managed by the human resources office, developed by the health and safety unit, but not shared with the general director from the beginning, and based on a sporadic involvement of the technical-operational unit.

During the last meeting, the health and safety team revealed that its conservative approach toward the new tool and the related exploitation of the accident cost analysis had stopped the project. The presence and mix of technical, organisational and cognitive factors inhibited the integration of the instrument, which after an initial enthusiasm was eventually considered not too relevant and scarcely sponsored within the organisation. Latium appeared to be ‘paralysed’ by the health and safety unit and the role of the Director, unwilling to foster the instrument integration due to the efforts involved in abandoning a routinised and well-known approach.
5. Discussion and conclusions

The aim of the study was to analyse the implementation and integration of an accounting instrument related to employee health and safety, providing evidence on whether and how the instrument was able to support employee health and safety decision making. The analytical framework revealed different technical, organisational and cognitive barriers related to the implementation and integration of the instrument that was implemented, yet weakly integrated and eventually abandoned by the two companies. The instrument, when adopted, supported employee health and safety decisions, even though the link between financial information and employee safety was uncertain, and the learning aspects related to the use of the information were fragile. The failure of the integration was not due to the inadequacy of the instrument per se but to the ineffective management of the integration phase. While the study provided evidence of the instrument's conceptual relevance (Mättö and Sippola, 2016), the integration phase was not managed with the consistency, skill and care required to achieve its expected benefits by the various organisational members, indicating a common pitfall (Klein and Knight, 2005). In the following table, a synthesis of the main barriers emerged in both companies is provided.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Integration phase analysis</th>
<th>LATIUM</th>
<th>MARCHE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technical barriers</td>
<td>- Almost all of the information on accidents were manually collected</td>
<td>- The OHSAS18001 management system and accident reporting and analysis did not support data collection process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Almost all of the information on accidents were manually collected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisational barriers</td>
<td>- The project was not considered a priority within the company</td>
<td>- The data collection process was carried out by the health and safety management unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- The new analysis was perceived to be in contrast with the traditional organisational procedures</td>
<td>- Partial support of the internal accounting unit during the data collection process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Different perspectives between the health and safety unit and the operational unit concerning the scope and use of the tool</td>
<td>- Lack of support from the human resources office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Change of the general director, which occurred twice in a year, creating a sense of uncertainty in the company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive barriers</td>
<td>- The instrument was perceived as a way to control employee behaviour rather than to increase the reporting and decision making process</td>
<td>Lack of a shared understanding on concerning how the data would be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Scarse interest by the general director to integrate the instrument into organizational processes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own elaboration
The failure to move from implementation to integration underlined the importance of the organisational climate as a core factor in fostering integration, despite the perception that employee health and safety provides meta-value for organisations (Bouten and Hoozée, 2016). In Marche there was a more significant participation in and discussion of the project, evidencing a more positive organisational attitude. In contrast, in Latium the status quo dominated, as indicated by the health and safety manager, stopping the instrument’s implementation when he perceived the necessity of involving other areas in the data collection process to ensure complete and reliable information. The findings reveal that even though technical barriers were present, they were less problematic than the organisational barriers, which differs from previous findings in which the role of data collection was emphasised (Gosselin, 2006; Ibarrondo-Davila et al., 2015). The interplay between the technical and organisational dimensions also hindered the integration phase, suggesting a problematic relationship between the two.

Cognitive factors played a fundamental role in shaping the development process. The moral stance of the health and safety units favoured the project playing a critical role. The idea of further improving employee safety conditions through the experimentation and application of the new instrument was a strong cognitive enabler. This condition was particularly evident in Marche, while in Latium the weak efforts towards the integration of the instrument inhibited the activation of colonising mechanisms at an organisational level. In Marche, the passionate commitment of the health and safety unit and their cognitive openness on connecting health and safety with financial analyses helped to start the integration phase but was eventually insufficient to overcome the organisational barriers. In the case of Latium, the interplay between a low cognitive propensity to fully use the tool and the organisational inertia stopped the process at the implementation phase. The evidence from Latium adds empirical weight to the theoretical argument of Hahn et al. (2014), according to whom individual managers or employees may prefer to continue with traditional forms of analysis and decision making in cases of high uncertainty related to social (and environmental) issues.

In revealing these findings, this study informs the accounting development process literature by providing the first empirical explanation of the impact that cognitive aspects have on the use of accounting to improve employee safety decision making. The analysis of cognitive factors indicates the critical fit between the mind-set of the organisational actors and decisions at work. The accident cost analysis tool was adopted, even if only temporarily, because of a shared and enhanced the importance of employee health and safety. This analysis suggests that the instrument acted as a mediating instrument: it created a space for considering cost-saving issues while addressing the broader topic on employee health and safety improvements.

The cases analysis suggests that integrating an accounting instrument within an organisation may require the simultaneous presence of technical, organisational and cognitive enablers. The simultaneous activation of different facilitators is critical when the new instrument represents a
steady, even radical, change from the routinized way of thinking and acting on a specific topic (Fraser, 2012). The activation of organisational mechanisms concerning the new instrument (organisational dimension) requires the device to be understood by different areas of the organisation, the activation of individual and organisational learning mechanisms (cognitive dimension) and the modification of technical aspects (technical dimension). The three dimensions are interdependent and may constitute a unified whole. This argumentation is different from that of Gond et al. (2012), according to whom integration can also occur when one of the dimensions is more developed than the others, as it drives and leverages on the other dimensions.

The findings promote the idea of importance prioritization among the enabling factors, which represents the epistemic contribution of this interventionist research (Lukka and Soumala, 2014). The order of importance reflects a level of proximity, in figurative terms, of the three dimensions as enablers of employee safety. The cognitive aspects were the most critical enablers, followed by the organisational and the technical factors. Such order of importance indicates that each dimension may stimulate employee health and safety-related decisions in different ways. In the two case companies, the idea of further reducing accidents using a new instrument primarily influenced the cognitive dimension, and was then translated, despite several difficulties, into organisational and technical managerial aspects. Accordingly, while the integration of a particular instrument may be achieved when the three dimensions are concurrently activated, the study revealed that the cognitive dimension is the most important in the case of employee health and safety. It means that the presence of cognitive enablers represents the initial condition upon which the other dimensions could be developed. The idea of an order of importance between facilitators represents a venue to discuss further how the implementation and integration of a specific instrument can take place (Ditillo and Lisi, 2016) in the presence of multiple and interrelated factors.

Similarly, an order of importance may also exist between the hindering factors, as indicated by the central role played by the organisational dimension in the cases analysed. The barriers were related to a small change in the management processes (i.e. data collection process, coordination and shared responsibility) and management techniques (accident report analysis and safety certifications) related to the new accounting instrument (see also Hoque and Halam, 1999). The order of importance may also depend on the type of device analysed. McLaren et al. (2016), for example, indicated the critical importance of technical factors in studying the development and abandonment of the EVA™.

From a societal (phronesis) perspective (Lukka and Soumala, 2014), the research provides evidence of the fragility of evaluating employee health and safety using financial information. As revealed, even if accounting instruments can contribute to the creation of a healthier workplace, the ethical dimension should always prevail when employee health and safety aspects are evaluated. While financial analyses represent a shared language within organisations, in the case of health and safety matters, they should be accurately defined to avoid misleading effects. Accordingly,
the promotion of a win-win safety logic at the institutional and policy level (EU-OSHA, 2010; ISSA 2013) may risk producing counter effects if there is a failure in recognising the importance of the ethical dimension of employee safety. This point may support the debate among institutions and regulators concerning ways to enhance and stimulate employee health and safety issues at an organisational level.

The research is subject to some limitations. The findings are tied to the social and organisational context in which they emerged. Also, despite the strategies employed to promote a neutral perspective during the case analyses, some potential biases, such as the selective interpretation of information, may be present due to the subjectivity of the analyses. While the findings of the study move forward the debate on accounting for employee health and safety, there remains a worrying lack of knowledge of what it means to practise accounting in this context.

Future research avenues can continue to analyse the interplay between the three dimensions of factors and how they impact, singularly or collectively, on the implementation and integration of specific accounting instruments. In particular, the analysis of compatibility between organisational culture and the values and beliefs embedded in accounting instruments related to employee health and safety could be an exciting avenue to study safety accounting innovation. The level of adoption, the difficulties of implementation and integration, as well as the organisational and social meanings of different safety accounting instruments such as safety performance indicators, accident cost analysis tools, budget and investment criteria for health and safety management could also be investigated.
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